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2. Methodology

1. Background
Planar lipid bilayers have a huge
applica,on poten,al from
technological standpoint as
biosensors and bio-coa&ngs.
Interac,ons of the lipids with water
play an important role in modula,ng
membranes architecture and
dynamics. Thus it comes with no
surprise that the structure and
dynamics of the phase separated
biomime,c cell membrane strongly
depend on the hydra,on layer at the
membrane surface.
High sensi&vity of membrane
structural and dynamical proper,es
to its hydra&on state could provide a
handle allowing to use such a
biomime,c system as a very precise
hydra,on sensor.
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Bio-sensors
à Bio-coatings
à Fundamental science

§ Prepara&on of stable, phase separated membranes with well deﬁned hydra&on
§ Fluorescence microscopy for structural and dynamical characteriza&on
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Careful control over temperature and
humidity of membranes environment.

3. Structure à confocal imaging

4.

Dynamics à FRAP

3. Structure
Dehydration in controlled conditions
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Uncontrolled dehydra,on
leads to irreversible damage
of the membrane.

Under controlled condi,ons, stable, phase-separated supported lipid bilayers can
withstand varying hydra,on: both de- and re-hydra,on processes.

4. Dynamics
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6-fold decrease in
lateral mobility
of the Ld phase
upon dehydration
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Water acts as lubricant for lipids, enhancing their
lateral diﬀusion!
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Mobility of membrane cons,tuents is highly
dependent on membranes hydra,on state – change
in hydra,on by just a few water molecules per lipid
leads to a signiﬁcant change in lateral mobility.

Dynamics fully reproducible
throughout multiple deand re-hydration cycles.
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Conclusions and perspectives
Conclusions:
- It is possible to prepare stable, phase-separated biomime,c cell
membranes in varying hydra,on condi,ons;
-

Membranes can be subjected to mul,ple dehydrated and
rehydrated cycles;

-

The mobility of membrane cons,tuents is highly sensi,ve to the
hydra,on state of the membrane – down to a few water molecules
per lipid molecule;

-

Structure of the membrane is dependent on the hydra,on state;

Outlook and impact:
- Bio-inspired ambient hydra,on sensor;
- Sensing local changes in hydra,on in biophysical experiments;
- Local hydra,on changes during for instance cell-cell fusion;
- Understanding the ability of organisms to survive harsh dehydra,on (anhydrobiosis);
- Sensing hydra,on of cell-substrate interface;
- Development of true single-molecule hydra,on sensor;

FCS, particle tracking

Towards single molecule
hydration sensor
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